S ON G B OOK S
Finger Chart Songbooks
A Kokopelli Finger Chart Songbook for the Contemporary
Native American Flute—Volume I: Folk and Traditional Songs
This easy to follow songbook uses finger charts to show you where to place your fingers. There are no notes to
read or flute tablature to memorize. This very simple to use book has 25 folk and traditional songs including
Amazing Grace, Greensleeves, Kum Bah Yah, Michael Row the Boat Ashore, and Taps. An excellent confidence booster for
all those who want to play formal songs but can’t read music or flute tablature. Compiled and arranged by Wayne
McCleskey and John Sarantos. Spiral bound, $15

A Kokopelli Finger Chart Songbook for the contemporary Native American Flute,
Volume II: Folk, Spiritual and Traditional Songs
Volume II is an assortment of 27 songs that range from Folk, Spiritual, to Traditional all transcribed into
finger charts for the six hole flute. Just follow the pictures to play the songs. Some titles are: Simple Gifts,
House of the Rising Sun, Rock of Ages, Do Lord, Streets of Laredo, Go Down Moses, Will the Circle Be Unbroken, When the Saints Go
Marching In, The Midnight Special, and Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child. By John Sarantos $15

The Oregon Flute Store
GIFT CERTIFI C A T E

Gift Giving is Easy with the Oregon Flute Store Gift Certificate
If you’re unsure of what to order for someone, give the gift that always fits—The Oregon Flute Store gift
certificate. This gift certificate will please even the most difficult to buy for. The recipient’s name and
yours will appear on this handsome card, redeemable for any merchandise we offer. Simply choose the
amount you want to give, and we’ll deliver it in a gift envelope with a personal message and our catalog.
No need to ask obvious questions, safeguard your surprise with an Oregon Flute Store Gift Certificate.



S ON G B OOK S
Flute TABlature with Accompanying Finger Charts Songbooks
The Offering
In the past few years Mary Youngblood’s music and popularity has soared. Mary is a Grammy award
winning artist who is willing to put it all on the line to share her music, her soul, and her knowledge
with everyone. The Offering was Mary’s first recording effort and was recorded in an underground cavern
in California. This special recording has won the hearts of flute player’s worldwide and is one of our top
selling CD’s. It is Mary’s dream to share these songs with you in a songbook form so that everyone can
play them. The Offering songbook has all 17 songs from her recording transcribed and scored in Nakai
TABlature and finger charts so that no matter what level of flute player you are, you can play them. Now
you can play along with Mary in the privacy of your own home. Just put in her CD, open the book and
follow along. This high quality easy to read book has all 17 songs scored for both five hole and six hole
flutes. By Mary Youngblood, arranged by Clint Goss $27 (Offering CD sold separately)
Heart of the World
Grammy Award winning Mary Youngblood is recognized for her creative and innovative music. She is one
of the few artists known for performing on a variety of Native American flutes including multi-chambered
and diatonic flutes. Heart of the World is Mary’s second recording and features her melodic songs played on
an assortment of these special instruments. Now she shares her secrets to these unique sounds with all of you
in songbook form. Learn how to play songs on your multi-chambered and diatonic flutes by playing along
with Mary in the privacy of your own home. Just put in her CD, open the book and follow along. Don’t have
a multi-chambered flute? You can still play the songs-most of them adapt to a single chambered flute. The
Heart of the World songbook has all 11 songs from her recording transcribed and scored in Nakai Tablature
and finger charts for the six hole flute so that no matter what level of flute player you are, you can play them.
By Mary Youngblood. Arranged by Clint Goss $24.95 (Heart of the World CD sold separately)
Beneath the Raven Moon
Beneath the Raven Moon is Mary Youngblood’s most anticipated Native American flute songbook featuring
songs from her blockbuster Grammy Award winning recording. The superb collection of songs showcase
Mary’s award winning talents and paints a musical landscape of heartfelt melodies. This easy to play 121 page
songbook, features all 12 songs from her recording transcribed in Nakai flute Tablature and finger charts
for both five and six hole flute. No matter what level of flute player you are, you can play these songs. This
songbook along with Beneath the Raven Moon CD creates the ultimate play along experience. Just put in
the CD, open the book and follow along. Includes forward by Mary Youngblood, transcription notes and
fingering chart based on Nakai Tablature for the Native American flute. By Mary Youngblood, arranged by Clint Goss
$27 (Beneath the Raven Moon CD sold separately)

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
Mary Youngblood Songbook Combination Packages
Companion Songbooks to Mary Youngblood’s Music

Save money with our package deals:
All three Songbooks $70—Save $8.95
Buy One Songbook of your choice with accompanying CD of the same title—Save $2.00


Flute TABlature with Accompanying Finger Charts Songbooks, continued

The Four Directions
A book/CD combo featuring twenty traditional Native American songs and original compositions
by Carl Bludts of Belgium. The songs are written in both the Tab developed by R. Carlos Nakai
and in finger charts. The companion CD features Carl playing all the songs in the book and was
recorded dry for ease of learning. By Carl Bludts. Spiral bound. $22
Under One Sky
41 Traditional Native American Songs for the Contemporary Native American Flute Transcribed by John Sarantos
41 Native American Songs, compiled and transcribed in Nakai TABlature and finger pictures
for the Native American Flute. No musical training needed to play these songs. Helps with
memorization of Nakai’s-TABlature by showing finger placement pictures under the scored
TABlature music. Easy to follow. Available for six hole flutes. $15
Song of the White Buffalo Woman
The original version of this songbook is out of print. That version featured songs scored only
in Nakai Flute TAB. In this version Kimble has added the ever popular finger charts to each
of the songs. Like the original version, this book offers songs that were taken from the original
collections of Frances Densmore. Densmore collected recordings of Native singers during the
early part of the 20th century. The original recordings were done on wax cylinders, and were then
transcribed and published by the Smithsonian. Kimble has taken 39 of these songs and transcribed
them into Flute TAB and Finger Charts. By Kimble Howard $15
Feathered Pipe Memories
Solo for the Native American Flute by Carl Bludts, with Companion Compact Disc
“Feathered Pipe Memories” by Carl Bludts is a collection of 14 original and traditional pieces for
the Native American Flute. Eleven of the songs are transcribed in NAF tablature and finger charts
with the remaining three solely in NAF tablature. An accompanying CD features Carl performing
all the songs in the book. Carl has provided performance notes for each piece and there are
separate pages for learning some of the complex ornamentation. Flute players with at least a basic
knowledge of the flute will enjoy this book. $22
Native American Flute Song
This is the most comprehensive collection of traditional Native American songs in one book that
we have found. The collection is inspired by the work of Natalie Curtis’ The Indian Book. Curtis
collected original stories and songs of tribes to help the people preserve their culture. Curtis’ work
is one of the first written records of both music and stories in the words of the people. This book
features 100 traditional Native American songs from 26 different tribes including, Wabanaki,
Dakota, Pawnee, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa. Pima, Hopi and more. Each song is transcribed into
Nakai flute tablature, finger charts and rhythmic tablature. Even musicians with no music theory
background can play them. In addition, there are 12 original compositions by the author that will
delight you. By Elda Tate $20
Music for Native American Flute, Volume 1 Songbook with Companion CD
A collection of 40 pieces from all over the world. The music is set in the Nakai system of
tablature notation (Nakai TAB) as well as standard music notation, and all of the pieces have
fingering charts beneath the tablature. The book also includes notes about each piece as well as
fingering charts for both pentatonic and extended scales. It is not necessary to read music or TAB
to play the tunes in this book. The accompanying CD features all of the tunes in the same order
in which they appear in the book. Those players who don’t read music or tablature can use the
CD to learn the rhythms of the pieces. By Jessica Walsh $22

www.oregonflutestore.com



Flute TABlature with Accompanying Finger Charts Songbooks, continued

A Kokopelli Christmas—Songs for the Winter Season, 2nd Edition
This songbook features 20 popular Christmas carols arranged in Nakai flute TABlature with
accompanying finger charts for both the five and six whole flute. So, if you don’t know how to read
Nakai TABlature or if you’re just learning you can follow along and play these songs.
By John Sarantos and Kimble Howard $15
Song for Koko—Jazz for the Native American Flute
For all of you who want to journey further into the world of music and the magic of the Native
American flute by improvising in Jazz style this book is for you. An introduction to the language
of jazz this 74 page book offers four easy to follow lessons, practice scales, 12 exercises to improve
your playing, 12 original jazz tunes arranged for Native American Flute, and an interactive 44 track
audio CD demonstrating it all. By John Vames $27
Duets from Around the World for the Native American Flute
An imaginative and eclectic collection of duets. Familiar melodies like Zuni Sunrise, Amazing
Grace and Pachelbel Canon as well as relatively unknown selections such as Vamudara and Japanese
Lullaby, will energize and inspire flute musicians of all levels. Designed to delight the senses and
enchant the audience, this innovative publication includes 14 duet songs scored for the six-hole flute
in both Nakai Tablature and finger charts. It comes complete with an instructional music CD that
includes the 14 duet songs and 28 practice tracks.
By Wil Holm & Brent Haines $30

Flute TABlature Songbooks (No finger charts)
Song Book for the Native American Flute
This book offers sixteen original songs for the five and six hole flute with a companion CD. Each
song is composed using only the six basic notes of a flute’s natural scale. They are scored in traditional
western notation. A musical notation and fingerings chart is provided. The CD allows the player to
hear what the song sounds like. $30
Hymns for the Native American Flute (With Inspirational Quotes and Sayings)
Now you can take your flute playing to a spiritual level by combining the beautiful sounds of the
Native American flute with Gospel Hymns. This book is comprised of instructions on transcribing
music into the R. Carlos Nakai TABlature system, TABlature charts for the five and six hole Native
American flute, biographies of the authors, 64 hymns, and several inspirational quotes and sayings. It is
spiral bound with a plastic protective cover. A significant portion of the proceeds from this beautifully
well-crafted book will be donated to International Native American Flute Association. The Oregon Flute
Store is proud to be a part of this fund raising effort. By Gary Stokum and Dr. Kahleen Joyce-Grendahl $17.95
Four Corners
Visit the American Southwest through these musical snapshots written for the enchanting Native
American Flute. These 24 original pieces along with more that 70 scenic color photos offer a circle
tour of sites large and small in the Four Corners states of Arizona, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico.
Each song is scored in both the traditional European Woodwind system and in Nakai TABLature for
the Native American flute. Includes performance notes and an introductory fingering chart. By Andrea
Matthews $16
Earth Mother Flute Songs
This is the sister songbook to the Native American Flute Tutor. This book features a collection of 35
songs for the six-hole flute scored in the numbering system that is explained in the Flute Tutor book.
They are traditional Native tunes. By Laura Lee Perkins $20



How-to-Make
BO O KS
The most amazing collection of flute design
knowledge anywhere! Everything you need to know
to make your own flute! These twelve books
offer history, musical scales, physics, flute
theory, flute design, construction, tuning,
playing and, much, much more. . .

Creating and Using
the Native American Flute
Book Series
by Lew Price

Creating and Using the Native American Love Flute

Creating and Using Largest Native American Flutes

This little book tells you how to create and use your own unique flute.
Includes flute design, tuning, and playing info. For keys: F, F , G, G , A. $10

For advanced flute makers, tells how to make the very largest of flutes.
Create a low C, B, B , A, G , G with these flute designs and tunings. $10

Creating and Using Grandfather’s Flute

Creating and Using Very Small Native American Flutes

Tells how to create and use an older type of flute. Includes flute design, scales,
and tuning for larger bore diameter flutes. For keys: F, F , G, G , A. $10

Tells how to create very small, high-pitched flutes. Tuning instructions and
designs for keys above middle C. Includes construction tips for best ratio. $12

Creating and Using Older Native American Flutes

Native North American Flutes

Tells how to create flutes with tuning holes, how to compute and use equivalent diameters, gives tables and graphs on flutes with tuning holes. $10

This little book describes the various types of American Indian flutes, their
evolution, and a wealth of other little-known facts. $5

Creating and Using Smaller Native American Flutes

Secrets of the Flute

Tells how to create smaller flutes. Provides tables and graphs for: high B , B, C
flutes. Tells what nodal interference is and how to eliminate it. $10

The physics, math, and design of flutes. Teaches musical science of flutes and
woodwinds. Learn the algebra formula to tune any key flute you desire. $15

Creating and Using the Native American Concert Flute

More Secrets of the Flute

Learn concert flute tunings and fingerings to make a flute that will complement
other instruments. $10

This sequel to The Secrets of the Flute has more physics, math, and design
of non-mechanical folk flutes. $15

Creating and Using Larger Native American Flutes

The Oldest Magic

Tells how to create larger flutes. Provides tuning instructions for: low E, E , D,
C . Includes tables and descriptions of large flute hole placement. $10

Learn musical scales, modes, keys, and instructions for making various ancient
flutes. To satisfy the most insatiable curiosity about music theory. $26

6 6 6 6 6

Save money with our package deals!

Beginners Book Set: $40

6 6 6 6 6

Complete Book Set: $133

All the Creating and Using Books: $75

Save $5

Save $7

Save $10

Creating and Using the Native American Love Flute, Creating
and Using Smaller N. A. Flutes, Creating and Using
Grandfather’s Flute, Secrets of the Flute

Includes all eight C & U books listed above.
(Love Flute, Grandfather’s Flute, Older Flute, Smaller Flute,
Concert Flute, Larger Flute, Largest Flute, Very Small Flute.)

Includes all 12 of Lew’s valuable books listed above.

New Revised Edition Flute Shop Book
A Guide to Crafting the Native American Style Flute by R.A. Wolf
This flute shop workbook provides all the details and easy to follow illustrations that you need to create a beautiful
sounding six hole flute in the key of Gm, Bm and Fm. In addition, it provides information on crafting an Em Kiowa
style flute, Dm Lakota style flute, Am side-by-side drone flute and river cane flutes. This book is full of useful
information including full-scale drawings of fetish patterns, mouthpiece options, safe router jigs, spacer plates, history,
songs, tuning and scale charts, and resources. Included is a chapter on creating fancier flutes with carved Sand hill Crane,
Mallard duck, and Elk spirit ends using the four direction tuning holes. This is the only book that we have found that
gives accurate detailed plans for making the haunting and very popular drone flute. Also included are crafting instructions
for flute accessories such as flute stands and cases. We recommend adding the “Creating and Using” book series by
Lew Paxton Price to acquire additional insight and tunings. We highly recommend this book and it is a must for any
hobbyist or flute makers workbench. $25
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Flute Crafting
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Flute Making Burning Sticks
Flute Hole and Undercut Tools

By AHÕKEN
It’s said, “tuning flutes by the traditional method of burning adds
fire to your flute”. Burning Sticks by AHÕKEN were created for
flute makers with a strong connection to this tradition or for those who don’t have a
drill press. They are a must for cane and bamboo flute makers. Burning Sticks provide
ease and accuracy. The burning tip is simply heated with a propane torch, gas flame or
campfire. Burning eliminates the “break out” associated with drilling. These professional
grade tools are machine manufactured out of high quality steel for precision accuracy.
Each Stick offers hand protection with a comfortable ergonomic wooden handle. They are
a total 9” long with the tip of each tool 5/8” long. Available in 2 sizes: Small (5/32-1/4”)
and Medium (7/32-5/16”).
The undercut tool is invaluable for fine tuning. Achieve perfect tuning by undercutting the hole rather
than enlarging the hole size. This allows for a more accurate and comfortable playing flute. We use these
tools here at the Custom Flute Shop and recommend them to all flute makers.
Each tool comes with a full set of instructions and a protective case.
Small (Best for cane and bamboo) $15; Medium (The best all around tool) $15; Undercut tool $15

Ready Made Flute Blanks
If you are a beginning flute maker or hobbyist who
would like to create your own flute with out having to
purchase expensive tools, then these flute blanks are
for you. Each flute blank is professionally made to our
specifications using high-grade western red cedar. Each
flute blank is created using a 7/8” bore, 3/16” wall thickness, and has pre-drilled pilot holes for the blowhole and
sound holes. All you need is some small jewelers files, sand paper, a hand plane or pocketknife, Burning Sticks or drill,
and a small piece of scrap wood for the fetish.
This flute blank is capable of creating a Gm, F , or Fm tuning. Each blank comes with a detailed set of instructions to
create a Gm flute.
Price $28 per blank Buy 3 for $79 (Save $5)

Flutemakers Combination Package
We have done the work for you and have combined most everything that you need to create a
high quality flute. This flute makers dream includes:
One high quality ready made western red cedar flute blank—a $28 value
Three Flute Hole Burning Sticks (small, medium & undercut)—a $45 value
One Flute Shop Book - A guide to crafting a Native American Style flute by R.A.
Wolf—a $25 value
Package Deal—$88 (Save $10)
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Artisan Flute Making Tools
by Bill Hughs of Utah Flutes
Bill has been teaching flute making and crafting seminars for several years. His attention to safety and detail has lead to the development of these custom tools.
These are the best we have ever seen, and are used daily in our Custom Flute Shop.

Flute Shaping and Sanding Jig
Keep your flute from slipping away or rolling around. Allow for safe control while shaping with this convenient easy to
use jig. It is constructed using various high quality hardwoods and will allow you to safely hold and rotate any size flute
while working. The bore plug is tapered to accommodate a bore size up to 1.5 inches. To accommodate longer flutes
simply remove the holding parts from the sliding board and clamp to your workbench. Over all length is 36 inches. $90
Flute Shaping and Sanding Jig

Ultimate Bore Sander
Throw away all of those little rubber bore sanders and use the last bore tool you will ever need. This beautiful
hardwood tool gives you complete control over sanding your flute bore. A clean bore is essential for a clear playing
flute. Comes with 7/8 inch bore dowel and 120 grit sandpaper. This tool can be easily converted to most any bore
size with little effort. Overall length is 14 inches. $50

Sound Edge Thipple Shapers
This is our greatest find! This ingenious tool has an ergonomic hardwood handle, and uses the finest flexible steel
from Lie Nielsen scrapers. The flex steel is covered with 180 grit sticky back sandpaper and allows you to reach and
shape the sound edge like no other tool. You can easily change the coarseness of the sandpaper allowing you to do the
work of many files. Creating the cutting edge is the key to a concert quality flute.
Available in ,    ,    widths. Overall length is 7  inches. $20 per tool
All 3 Tools for $55 (Save $5)

Combo Deal

Ultimate Bore Sander

Sound Edge Thipple Shapers

By all three tools (Shaping jig, bore sander, and one file) for $150 (Save $10)

How-to-Make D V D S
The Heart of Native American Flute
Making DVD
By Raymond Redfeather of Heartwood Flutes
This is a comprehensive step-by-step DVD on how to
construct a five hole G minor Native American flute.
Beginning from the basics it includes the following
chapters: Getting started; Split, Plane and Router;
Drill; Glue and Clamp; Lathe Turning; Constructing
the Roost; Creating Sound and Tuning; Finishing. It
also provides a chapter on crafting flutes with hand
tools only. This is a high quality production by flute maker and flautist
Raymond Redfeather. He shares his insight on simple methods to help
you create your first Native American flute or improve on methods that
you already may be using. Taught by Michael Graham Allen of “Coyote
Oldman Music”, Raymond shares with others so that the Spirit of the Native
American flute may be kept alive. This is one of the best first time flute
maker’s resources on the market. $35

Making the Native American Style Flutes
Volumes I and II
VOLUME I: Bill Hughes specialty is teaching people
how to make flutes. Most importantly, how to do it
safely and efficiently. This is the most professional
and thorough production that we have seen on how
to make the NA style flute. Pure quality! Bill goes over the process from start
to finish and spends a great deal of time on equipment, tools, jigs, safety, and
finishes. This is a two hour DVD that is packed full of knowledge, a valuable
film for any flute maker regardless of experience. $39.95
VOLUME II: USING BASIC HAND TOOLS: Per request Bill has
created another high quality must see production on how to make flutes
using just hand tools. This is the best DVD for the beginning flute maker or
traditionalist. $39.95

www.oregonflutestore.com
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EXPANDED VERSION
Toubat has been reformatted in a new DVD format and includes new never before
scenes of Dr. Richard Payne and a slide show of his famous flute collection.
Toubat: A Journey of the Native American Flute
Dr. Richard W. Payne, one of the foremost authorities on the construction and history of the
Native American flute, shares his wisdom and experience in this 60 minute video. Dr. Payne is
perhaps best known as being the person to give Doc. Tate Nevaquaya his first flute, and worked
closely with Doc Tate in exploring the uses of the Native American Plains Flute. He is also an
avid collector, historian, and author. Dr. Payne has published many papers and 3 publications on
Native American aerophones.
Over 500 photographs, hundreds of flutes, and hours of rare film bring the flute to life in a
manner never before seen. R. Carlos Nakai, O.W. Jones, Michael G. Allen, Douglas Spotted
Eagle, Mary Youngblood, Nino Reyos, Elmer Running and many others are featured in this rare
glimpse behind the history of this magical instrument indigenous only to North America.
Produced by Grammy Award winner Douglas Spotted Eagle. $25

Thurlow Lieurance Indian Flutes
By Betty Austin Hensley forward by Dr. Richard W. Payne
Thurlow Lieurance was one of the first performers to ever use the Native American flute in
contemporary music. His well know songs like “By the Waters of Minnetonka”,
“Wi-UM”, and “By Singing Waters” were known for his adaptations of traditional
indigenous music to the modern stage. He Collected several Native American flutes of which
12 have survived the ravages of time and are presented here in this in-depth study by Mrs.
Betty Hensley. Mrs. Hensley is an accomplished flutist, having a large collection of world
flutes and able to play them all. She brought her knowledge of the wind instrument’s tunings
and characteristics to a unique view, found in this book.
This new revised edition features the 12 flutes studied as to their history, tunings, tone
and unique nature with four pages of color pictures of them. An accompanying CD allows
listeners to hear the sounds of the old flutes, and enjoy the melodic works of Lieurance
performed by Mrs. Hensley.
Edited by Douglas Spotted Eagle $25

Native Flutes
By Russ Wolf
Over 250 photos of authentic 19th century Native American Flutes
This CD Contains photos of Native American flutes from the Dayton Miller Collection at the
Library of Congress and from The Smithsonian Institutions’ Museum of Natural History. There
are 265 photos of 97 different flutes representing 25 tribes.
The photos play in a self-starting slide show that has captions indicating the tribe for each
different flute. Alternatively, the individual slides can be opened with your web browser. Historical
information about each of the flutes is contained in a Microsoft Word document. $20

More Native American Flutes CD
by R.A. Wolf
This is the “sister” CD to the original one titled “Native Flutes”. This CD contains photos of
Native American flutes from the Dr. Richard W. Payne collection. There are 245 photos of
39 different flutes representing 20 tribes. The photos play in a self-starting slide show that has
captions indicating the tribe for each different flute. Historical information about each of the flutes
is contained in the Word document ‘Payne Collection’. The notes are numbered to correspond to
the photos. A great companion to the Native American Plains Flute book by Richard W Payne or
the Toubat video, which offer further insight into his rare flute collection. $20
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Voices of Native America
This book is an in-depth look at Native American music and the instruments used by the
indigenous peoples both past and present. It includes information, explanations, instructions,
and descriptions of how to make and play flutes, drums, whistles, shakers, rattles, and bells.
Written for both beginning musician and seasoned Native music fan, this book should prove
invaluable for any person wishing to learn more about Native American songs, instruments,
or culture both past and present. Softbound, 120 pgs.
Written by Douglas Spotted Eagle. $17.95

The Native American Plains Flute
This newly printed soft cover, 77 page, booklet is full of historical information on the Native
American Flute. It includes pictures and descriptions of ancient flutes rarely viewed. This
book is a must for any flute maker or player. Its chapters offer information on the following:
Developmental Native American Flutes, Background of the Plains Flute, Legends of the
Plains Flute, Details of Native American Plains Flutes, Construction of the Plains Flute,
Tuning of the Plains Flute, & more. By Richard W. Payne. $15

The Hopi Flute Ceremony
This is a 68 page, soft cover book describing the Hopi Flute Ceremony. It includes a rare
insight to the traditions of the Hopi tribe through the observations of Reverend Heinrich R.
Voth. Along with the description of the ceremony are photos that offer a visual perspective
of the flute ceremony. Its chapters include: The Hopi, Reverend H. R. Voth, The Flute
Societies, Oraibi Late Summer Flute Ceremony 1895-1901, Mishongnovi Late Summer Flute
Ceremony 1978, The Hopi Flute, & more. By Richard W. Payne. $15

Songkeepers
The sound of the Native American flute has echoed across the Americas for thousands of
years. Today, this sound is enjoyed by millions of people around the world. Meet these
songkeepers as they gift their unique personal expressiveness . . . This video features the
personal journey of five Native Americans told through the sound of the Native American
flute: R. Carlos Nakai, Kevin Locke, Sonny Nevaquaya, Tom Mauchahty-Ware and Hawk
LittleJohn. It explores the mysterious origins, time honored legends, spiritual values, and
personal pathways of several cultures. This presentation honors all songkeepers… past,
present, and future. $19.95

Tribute to the Native Flute DVD
by Jan Michael Looking Wolf
A DVD dedicated to the Native American Flute that includes:
• A live Concert with Looking Wolf performing songs from his award nominated recordings.
• A mix of traditional solo flute and with contemporary accompaniment.
• A brief presentation of native flute history and types of flutes.
• Music Videos with peaceful images of nature.
Total playtime 66:56 minutes $25 Soundblaster Compatible Sound Card

Enjoying the Native American-Style Flute
by Henry R. Herman
This book contains everything a flutist needs to know to enjoy an instrument that is rapidly
growing in popularity—the Native American flute. It discusses playing, making, caring for
the flute, and references to videos, Internet sites and flute companies. Illustrations, diagrams,
and color photos. $10.95
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Protective Cases and Accessories
by Laughing Mallard

W

hether you are heading to the recording studio or the top of a mountain at sunset, our greatest desire
is to protect your instruments from the conditions that cause problems in transportation. All models
of the Oregon Flute Quiver are handmade of the finest materials. We have models to fit every
Native American flute, no matter what size or length and welcome custom orders.
™

This is the first and original hard case protection designed
specifically to accommodate and protect the Native American style
flute. For over 10 years Laughing Mallard flute quivers have proven to
survive everything from the airlines to being dropped into the ocean.

G. Trader

Each hard case features a lightweight, strong plastic tube fully
lined to keep your flute safe. Exterior covering is tough waterproof
Cordura nylon or beautiful Native American blanket print fabric
woven in the USA by Pendleton Woolen Mills. The case can
be carried by its deer leather handle or by its detachable nylon
shoulder strap. Its foam-padded lid is sealed with a two-way nylon
zipper accented with deer leather zipper pulls. Our standard length
is 28” long but we can make it any length you desire.

H. Crow Quiver

A soft and breathable case with an adjustable nylon carrying strap and
accented with an abalone shell button. Available in assorted Native
American blanket prints by Pendleton. $30

A simple high quality durable quiver at a budget price. A 4-inch diameter
lightweight, strong plastic tube, fully lined with a tough, waterproof exterior
nylon cover. Has a nylon web-carrying handle and a 2-inch detachable nylon
carrying shoulder strap. Includes a free bonus drawstring cloth flute sock.
Comes 28 inches long and will carry Two flutes. Available in navy, forest
green, and black. $40

I. Ultimate Drum Case

A perfect size for packing a couple of your favorite flutes on the airlines,
backpacking, car trips, boating, or a day hike. A single Four-inch tube
offers protection for two flutes. Pendleton Wool $135 ; Nylon $105

These cases protect beautifully with a fully lined and padded waterproof
Cordura nylon body and a lid of colorful Pendelton wool. Easy to carry
by its deer leather handle or detachable nylon shoulder strap, it has two
covered elastic straps to store your drumbeater securely to the front of the
bag. A two-way nylon zipper with deer leather zipper pulls seals your drum
safely inside. Offered in three sizes: 15, 18, and 20 inches. $120

B. Eagle Three

J. Padded Shoulder Straps

Carry, protect, and separate 6-8 flutes in three separate four-inch tubes
with this case. This is our most popular flute-gathering quiver. A
lightweight easy to carry case. $170; Nylon $130

If you find yourself doing a lot of traveling, then take the weight off with
these padded shoulder straps. The foam pads are covered with rugged
Pendleton wool and take the edge off the nylon strap.
Single: $12 (Good for Hummingbird, Eagle Series, Condor Quivers)
Pair of Back Pack Straps: $23 (Good for Eagle Five, Honker Quivers)

A. Eagle One

C. Eagle Five
For those who need to carry 12-15 flutes for gigs, studio work, and look
great on stage we created this case. It offers five separate four-inch tubes
and is used by many recording artists. Wool $225; Nylon $185

D. Condor
A large version of the Eagle one quiver. The 6-inch diameter tube will
accommodate 5-7 flutes. The perfect quiver to travel with the popular
big bore flutes and drones. Pendleton Wool $150; Nylon $120

E. The Honker
Designed to accommodate the serious flute addict by holding 19 flutes or
more. This case has two 6-inch diameter tubes with one 4-inch diameter
tube to create the Honker of all quivers. Comes standard with backpack
carrying straps. Allows safe transport of a combination of big bore, drone
and smaller flutes by combining two tube sizes. Pendleton Wool $220;
Nylon $180

F. Hummingbird
A compact 26-inch long, 3-inch diameter case allowing you to carry one
favorite flute. Has a small fetish purse allowing you to remove and safely
store the fetish. Pendleton Wool $129; Nylon $99

K. The Pouch
This 8” x 12” pouch will accommodate, CD’s, airline tickets, phone,
wallet, and mini mike. Deer leather zipper pulls close the fully lined pouch.
Is directly mounted on the Eagle Five and Honker. Can be removed and
converted into a shoulder bag in seconds. Is attached to the shoulder strap
of the Eagle one, Eagle three, Hummingbird and Condor. $30

L. The Migrator
“One tough bird”—made from high grade aluminum and covered with
ballistic nylon this 33 inch long, 8 inch diameter case is the toughest and
lightest on the market. It includes one inch of protective foam at both ends
of the case, traveling accessory compartment, and sturdy shoulder strap.
Nothing lighter and nothing stronger for it’s size. $180

M. The Raven
A hard Case at a soft Price this 33-inch long and 6 inch diameter fully lined
case will hold 5-7 flutes including large bore and drone flutes. The exterior
cover is heavy weight nylon in your choice of: Raven Black, Forest Green, Sky
Blue, Cedar Red, or Cool Purple. It comes standard with a built in roomy side
pocket for all of your accessories and can be carried by its deer leather handle,
or comfortable swivel detachable shoulder strap. $80.

